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Abstract. ITER and future superconducting fusion machines need efficient wall conditioning 
techniques for routine operation in between shots in the presence oi permanent high magnetic 
field for wall cleaning, surface isotope exchange and to control the in-vessel long term tritium 
retention. Ion Cyclotron Wall Conditioning (ICWC) based on the ICRF discharge is fully 
compatible and needs the presence of the magnetic field. The present paper focuses on the 
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principal aspects of the ICWC discharge performance in large-size fusion machines: (i) neutral 
gas RF breakdown with conventional ICRF heating antennas, (ii) antenna coupling with low 
density (~10" m"') RF plasmas and (iii) ICWC scenarios with improved RF plasma 
homogeneity in the radial and poloidal directions. All these factors were identified as crucial to 
achieve an enhanced conditioning effect (e.g. removal rates of selected "marker" masses). All 
the observed effects are analyzed in terms of RF plasma wave excitation/absorption and 
compared with the predictions from 1-D RF full wave and 0-D RF plasma codes. Numerical 
modeling and empirical extrapolation from the existing machines give good evidence for the 
feasibility of using ICWC in ITER with the main ICRF antenna. 

Keywords: ICRF Antennas, ICRF discharge, Tokamaks/Stellarators, Toroidal/Poloidal 
Magnetic Fields, Wall Conditioning, ITER. 
PACS: 52.20.-j, 52.25.Jm, 52.35.Fp, 52.35.Hr, 52.35.Mw, 52.40.Fd, 52.40.Hf 52.50.Dg, 
52.50.Qt, 52.55.Fa, 52.65.-y, 52.70.-m, 52.80.Pi, 52.80.-s. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The plasma production technique based on absorption of radio-frequency power in 

the Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF) is becoming an indispensable tool for 
present and next generation superconducting fusion devices because of its high 
potential for solving several basic problems of reactor oriented machines [1]: 

1. Wall conditioning (tritium retention, surface isotope exchange, wall 
cleaning/coating) with ICRF plasmas in the presence of permanent high 
magnetic field in tokamaks and stellarators. 

2. Assistance with the ICRF pre-ionization for the tokamak start-up at low 
inductive electric field {EQ^ 0.3 V/m in ITER). 

3. Target dense RF plasma production («e >10' ' m"̂ ) in stellarators. 
The alternative ICRF plasma production technique was developed originally for 

routine use in stellarators in the scenario 3 [2] and 1 [3] and successfully adapted later 
for the tokamak apphcations in the scenario 1 [4-7] and 2 [4,8]. The present-day and 
future superconducting fusion machines need alternative and efficient wall 
conditioning techniques for the routine operation in the presence oi permanent high 
magnetic fiield, which prevents the use of conventional Glow Discharge Conditioning 
(GDC). Ion Cyclotron Wall Conditioning (ICWC) discharge is fully compatible with 
the presence of the magnetic field. Given this feature and the encouraging 
conditioning/cleaning results recently achieved on the present-day tokamaks and 
stellarators (summarized in Refs. [4-7, 9-16]), ICWC was recently confirmed as a 
functional requirement on the ITER ICRF heating and current drive system [17]. 
Therefore, further development of the ITER relevant ICWC scenarios with 
conventional ICRF antennas is an important and urgent task. 

The paper presents a review of basic principles of ICRF plasma production with 
standard ICRF antennas and its application for the ICWC purpose. The concept of 
ICRF plasma production based mainly on the electron coUisional absorption of the RF 
power is described. The RF plasma parameters achieved in different ICWC scenarios 
(«e~10'^ m"̂ , re~2-5 eV, low ionization degree ~1-I0 %) are characterized and 
compared with those predicted by the 1-D RF code TOMCAT [18] and newly 
developed plasma transport codes: 0-D [19] and 1-D [20]. The main ICWC results 
achieved in the present-day fusion machines are analyzed in terms of the removal rate 
for selected gas species. Finally, we discuss a perspective on the feasible apphcations 
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of this new conditioning technique in ITER in the presence of high B T = 2 . 6 5 - 5 . 3 T 

using the main ICRF antenna. 

2. ICRF P L A S M A P R O D U C T I O N 

2.1. Basic Principles of ICRF Plasma Production 

The initiation of ICRF discharge in a toroidal magnetic field Bj results from the 
absorption of RF energy mainly by electrons [2,4,21-22]. The RF it^-field (parallel to 
the Bi-field) is considered to be responsible for this process. However, in the typical 
ICRF band (-10-100 MHz) in the present-size fusion devices, for most of the antenna 
K^ -spectrum, the RF waves (cylindrical modes) cannot propagate in the vacuum torus: 
KI = (D^/c^ - K] <0 , where K^ is the perpendicular wave-vector, a = Ijf, / i s the RF 
generator frequency. Hence, the neutral gas breakdown and initial ionization may only 
occur locally at the antenna-near E^ -field (evanescent in vacuum). In the general case 
of the poloidal ICRF antenna with a tilted Faraday screen (FS), the RF E^ -field in 
vacuum can be induced electrostatically and inductively [4]. The electrostatic 
mechanism results from the RF potential difference between the central conductor and 
the side parts of the antenna box (side protection RF limiters). The inductive 
mechanism results from the RF voltage induced between the FS rods by the time-
varying magnetic flux. Simplified analytical description of the antenna-near E^ -field 
generation in vacuum was foimd in a good agreement with numerical simulations done 
for the real antenna configurations using 3D electromagnetic codes (Fig.l). 

An analysis of the parallel equation of motion for electrons in the presence of 
antenna-near locally generated E^ -field revealed that the electrons perform complex 
motions: linear fast oscillations under the action of the Lorentz force and non-linear 
slow oscillations imder the action of the RF ponderomotive force [21-22]. If the 
oscillation energy of the electrons exceeds the ionization potential for molecules 
(atoms), m^ljl > s., the gas ionization can proceed. However, if the amplitude of the 
RF electric field is too strong, the oscillation amplitude of electrons, eEJm^co^, 
becomes comparable with or larger Ĵ han the parallel length scale of the antenna RF 
ponderomotive potential well, L^ =Ej{dEjdz), the electrons are expelled from the 
oscillated region on a time scale of the order of RF period and ionization process is 
hampered. Therefore, the neutral gas breakdown and initial ionization will be efficient 
if the electrons are trapped in the antenna RF potential wells for many periods and the 
amplitude of the antenna electric field meets the boimdary condition: 

{a le){lm^s.f^ < E^(r) < m^co^LJe . 

As soon as a build-up of density begins to support plasma waves (this occurs at a 
very low density -lO'^-IO'"* m"̂  in the frequency range 10-100 MHz, when (Ope>(o), 
the plasma waves can start exciting/propagating in a relay-race regime governed by 
the antenna xi-spectrum, causing further space ionization of the neutral gas and 
plasma build-up in the torus. Because of the very low and frozen plasma temperature 
during the ionization phase {T^^-l-S eV [5,7,13]), the RF power is expected to be 
dissipated mostly collisionally (random e-colhsions with gas molecules, atoms or ions) 
either directly or through conversion to ion Bernstein waves (IBW) if « > «„ or by 
conversion at the Alfven resonance (AR) if « < « „ . Such a non-resonant coupling 
allows RF plasma production at any Bj. 
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I 
FIGURE 1. E'.-field generation by JET A-2 
antenna as modeled with 3-D MWS code 
(f=30 MHz), dipole-phasing for antenna 
straps. 
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FIGURE 2. Gas breakdown time derived from 
the HQ, emission (PRp/strap ~ 30-50 kW, f « 30 
MHz, co=4cOcHe+=2cOcHê =2cOcD+=rocH+) and 
compared with the 0-D model [1,19]. 

2.2. Neutral Gas RF Breakdown 
On applying RF voltage/power at the antenna straps, the neutral gas breakdown 

occurs after some time-delay characterized by the breakdown time b̂d and shows up in 
a drop in the antenna RF voltage and in a burst in the Ha emission [1,13]. 

Data for the neutral gas breakdown time obtained from RF discharges with similar 
RF power per strap (30-50 kW) and frequency (-30 MHz) were found in a good 
agreement for three European tokamaks (TEXTOR, JET and AUG) in the measured 
gas pressure range (Fig.2). Further analysis of the neutral gas breakdown phase was 
performed using the 0-D plasma code [19], which solved numerically a set of 
differential particle and energy balance equations for the atoms, electrons and ions. 
The following atomic reactions with the updated reaction rates have been considered: 
electron collisional excitation and ionization of the atoms, radiative, dielectronic and 
three-body recombination and charge-exchange recombination. The predicted gas 
breakdown time, b̂d, derived from the balance of the power losses between the 
electron ionization and the electron-ion Coulomb collisions was found in an agreement 
with the experimental data (Fig.2). It might be an indication that: 
• Electron collisional ionization is the principal mechanism of gas ionization in the 

ICRF band; 
• The breakdown time is independent on the machine size for the fixed RF power 

density (antenna E^ -field); 
• Plasma waves can support the plasma build-up in torus starting from the 

breakdown phase, since the predicted density meets already the threshold density 
for plasma waves excitation, cOpe > ct>. 

2.3. ICRF Antenna Coupling to Low Density RF Plasmas 
The antenna-plasma coupling efficiency is defined as a fraction of the generator 

power coupled by the plasma, ?7=/'RF-pi/i'RF-G [13]. For the standard ICRH antennas in 
the present-day machines, this factor generally becomes rather low (;7o~20-30%) in 
the low-density plasma production mode («e~10^^-10^^m"'') in contrast to the 
scenarios of dense plasma heating (;7>90% at «e>10^^ m"''). Such difference is caused 
by the antenna polarization. The standard heating antenna is optimized to couple the 
RF power efficiently to the fast wave (FW), which propagates usually in the high-
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density plasmas only. To achieve an improved coupling 77 of the standard ICRF 
antennas in the RF plasma production mode, several recipes have been foimd and 
successfully tested: 
• Operation at high ion cyclotron harmonics, HCH, (o) > lOocO by reducing Bj or 

increasing frequency (77/770-1-6-2.0) [13,23]; 
• ECRF ionization assistance for ICRF plasma production (771/ 770 =1.4) [1,10]; 
• ICRF mode conversion (MC) in low-density RF plasmas with two ion species 

(77/770 =2.0-3.0) [13]; 
• Antenna "magnetic tilting" towards Btot=^T+^v by superposing an additional 

vertical magnetic field BY«BT (rj/rjo =1.2) [4,23]; 
• Antenna low ^z-spectrum formation by "monopole" phasing between antenna 

current straps (77/770 =4.4) [24,25]. 

2.4. ICRF Plasma Characterization 

Plasma density build-up and its homogeneity: The plasma production process has 
been studied in present-day tokamaks and stellarators under various conditions [1-
15,20-23]. The ICRF plasmas with typical density «e=3x 10^*^-3x10'̂  m"̂  may reliably 
be produced in a wide range of machine operational parameters {Bj~ 0.20-3.8 T, 
/=25-85 MHz in gases H2, D2, He, O2, N2 and their mixtures at pressures ptot ~ 10"̂  
-10"' Pa) using standard "heating" antennas without any changes in hardware. Figure 
3 shows typical RF plasma operational range in the TEXTOR tokamak. The RF 
plasma density showed tendency to be proportional to the injected RF power (a sign of 
weakly ionized plasma) and increased with the torus pressure [4]. The ionization 
degree was foimd to be rather low, ;>^=«e/(We+«o)<0.1, in line with the 0-D plasma 
model prediction. Analysis of the exterior Da/Ha line-integrated emission measured in 
different sections of the torus vessel and plasma images from the top-view CCD 
cameras showed that ICRF plasmas were toroidally imiform [4,13]. The electron 
temperature (deduced from data of spectroscopic, electric probe and thermal lithium 
beam diagnostics) varied in the range 3-30 eV, increasing in the low gas pressure case 
[4] or in the presence of FW-IBW MC [13]. For the latter case, 1-D RF code predicts 
an enlargement of the RF power fraction absorbed by the electrons and extension of 
the e-deposited power profiles towards HFS on increasing the H^-concentration in the 
(He+H2)-plasmas. The performance of ICWC discharges in the MC scenario at two 
different frequencies gave evidence for further improvement of the RF plasma 
homogeneity in the radial direction [13]. The additional extension of RF plasma in the 
vertical/radial directions was achieved by applying the poloidal magnetic field 
(vertical/radial, stationary/oscillating/rotating) to the toroidal one, B V , R « B T [13,23]. 

Generation of High-Energy H and D Atoms: A number of ICWC experiments 
performed imtil now reported on the generation of high-energetic fluxes of H (with 
energies up to 60 keV) and of D atoms (up to 25 keV) detected by a neutral particle 
analyzer (NPA) or Si fast neutron analyzer (FNA) in D2-, He- or (H2/He)-plasmas 
[1,4-8]. Detailed study of the phenomenon revealed that the ion cyclotron absorption 
mechanism plays a fundamental role in the generation of fast ions / CX atoms: 
• Intensity of the locally collected flux of CX neutrals strongly correlated with the 

ICR layer fi)=fi)cH+=2fi'cD+=2fi'cHe++ location in the plasma cross-section [4,13]; 
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Heating at the first cyclotron harmonic (fi)=2fi)cH+) creates tail in the H-atom 
spectra at higher energy than fundamental heating (O)=O)CR+), in line with the fast 
particle distributions caused by RF quasilinear diffusion [13]. 
Increasing the H2/He-ratio (from 0 to —0.2) [13] or ion cyclotron harmonic 
number [13-14] causes the decrease in the averaged energy of both, H and D 
atoms, in line with the RF power absorption modeling (Fig.4). 

0.0 02 04 05 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.8 20 22 24 2.5 
B T [ T 1 

FIGURE 3. Bx-dependence of «e, ^e and 
coupled RF power in TEXTOR: PRPG»120 
kW, (He+H2)-plasma, AotK4-6)xlO-^ Pa 
(edge Langmuir probe at r=0.45 m and 
thermal Li-beam data). 

H-atom averaged energy [keV] PH+ZPRF tott ' ^ ' ^ l -

: / I ; 
experiment . ^ ^ ^ ^ Y 1 

'f modeling 

-'' 

AUG 

• 

^ k ^ < EH > experiment -

PH/PRF-ioi"i°del • 

20 
B T [ T 1 

FIGURE 4. Averaged energy of hydrogen CX-
atoms measured by NPA in the AUG ICRF 
plasmas and calculated RF power absorbed by 
protons as function of the Bx-field [13]. 

3. ICRF WALL CONDITIONING (ICWC) 

3.1. ICWC in the Present-Day Machines 
The wall conditioning with low density/temperature plasmas in fusion reactor 

machines is aimed at wall cleaning, surface isotope exchange and tritium desorption. 
Generally, the conditioning effect is attributed to the removal of adsorbed gas species 
from the wall so that they may then be pumped out of the system. The adsorbed atoms 
may be removed by electronic excitation, chemical interaction and momentum/energy 
transfer [26]. For the latter mechanism, the desorption (removal) rate increases with 
the impact energy of the ions and their masses [27]. Here we define the removal rate 
as the quantity: Qj^{t)~V{dp/dt) + p-s, where V(m^) is the plasma volume, /"(Pa) 
and 5(m^/s) are the partial pressure of the given mass and its pumping speed, 
respectively. Direct comparison of ICWC (fi'=fi'cH+=4fi>cHe+) and ECWC (o)=2o)ce) 
discharges in TEXTOR at the same conditions (BT=2.0 T, He gas at pressure p « 
2.5x10" Pa) revealed that the hydrogen removal rate was about 20 times higher with 
ICWC (Fig. 5) [10]. Better homogeneity of the ICRF discharge, generation of the 
energetic neutrals bombarding the wall and the low electron temperature could 
contribute to the achieved result [12]. It should note that the homogeneity of ECWC at 
fundamental ECR was considerably improved by applying small horizontal magnetic 
field (BR/BT«2X10-^) [28]. 

Analysis of the atomic mass number 3 (HD) release in TEXTOR during the RF 
conditioning pulse revealed a noticeable rise in the Q^R quantity at both, high and low 
Bi-fields (Fig.6). The H2-injection into He-plasmas made the conditioning more 
effective. At high magnetic field (BT«2.3 T, presence of the fundamental ICR, 
ra=03cH+). the observed effect may be attributed to (i) the improved plasma 
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homogeneity through the MC process, (ii) the proton cyclotron acceleration at CO=(DCH+ 

and (iii) the hydrogen induced chemical erosion/isotope exchange. The noticeable 
conditioning effect at low BT («0 .2 T, regime of high IC harmonic (HCH) operation, 
(D«10(DcH+) was probably related to (i) the better plasma homogeneity and (ii) the 
chemical erosion [13]. Modeling of the power deposition profiles predicted a decrease 
of ion cyclotron absorption and increase of electron collisional absorption with 
decreasing the BT and may be considered as an indirect evidence of the favourable 
impact of the fundamental ICR on the ICWC output [13]. The conditioning effect was 
further improved by applying a small By-field in addition to BT ( B V « B T , Fig.6). 

FIGURE 5. Comparison of desorption rates 
for selected gas species in a series of ECWC 
and ICWC discharges on TEXTOR (BT=2.0 T, 
PHe=2.5xlO-' Pa, PECWC-G^150 kW,/Ecwc=110 
GHz, Picwc-G= 60 kW,/;cwc=32.5 MHz [1,10]. 

- (He+H2)-plasma+Bv 
- (He+H2)-plasma 
- He-plasma 

0 0.2 0.4 05 08 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.8 20 22 2.4 25 
B T [ T ] 

FIGURE 6. Bx/Bv-dependence of HD 
(m=3) removal rate in He-plasmas 
(normalized to PRF-PI shown in Fig.3) and 
added up H2-puff and By-field contribution 
feotK4-6)xlO-'Pa)[13]. 

3.2. I C W C Extrapolation to ITER 

Modeling of the absorbed power in the ITER-size ICWC plasmas was performed 
for the MC scenario following the best results of the ICWC efficiency achieved in the 
present-day tokamaks. The TOMCAT code predicts that a more homogeneous power 
absorption by the electrons over the ITER vessel may be achieved with the MC 
scenario in (He+H2)-plasmas at BT=3.6 T with two operational frequencies, 
/i =40 MHz and /^=48 MHz [6]. Performance of the MC scenario at half-field 
(BT=2.65 T) or at full field (BT=5.3 T) may result in less homogeneous ICWC 
discharge (Fig.7). However, plasma production with antennas generated RF power in a 
low k^ dominated spectrum looks beneficial: (i) FW is already propagating in low 
density plasmas; (ii) better antenna coupling is foreseen; (iii) larger fraction of the 
coupled RF power may be transported to the antenna distant conversion layers. To 
improve the RF plasma homogeneity, an application of the poloidal magnetic field 
{B^:S<<BT) and assistance with the on-axis ECRF ionization will probably be needed. 

The 0-D plasma code [19] was used to simulate hydrogen/deuterium RF plasmas in 
ITER-size machine {a^i «2.4 m, Ro=6.2 m) in the presence of BT=5.3 T in the pressure 
range />«(2-8)xI0"^ Pa for the averaged power per neutral (at room temperature) P/N 
«70 kW/(Pa-m^). The code predicts that RF plasmas with density of «e ~ 
(I-5)xI0'^m"^, temperature re«l-2 eV and ionization degree yi «0.05-0.I0 can be 
produced with the RF power coupled to the electrons in the range PRP-PI(ITER) 

«0.3-I.3 MW depending on the gas pressure (Fig.8). Assuming an "optimistic" 
antenna coupling efficiency 77>50% at the "monopole"-phasing [24], this corresponds 
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to a generator power aroimd PRP-G (ITER)«0.6-2.6 MW. The empirical direct 
extrapolation from the TEXTOR ICWC data (coupled power PRF-piTextor«12 kW, 
similar power density scaling and antenna coupling) gives a power of PRF-PI(ITER) 

«0.8 MW and PRP.G (ITER) « 1 . 6 M W , respectively. 
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FIGU RE 7. 1-D simulation of the RF power 
deposition profiles in the ITER-size plasma 
( B T = 5.3 T / = 40 MHz, h= 1.6 m"' 
« e = 3 x l 0 " m " , plasma composition: 60%He4 
+30%D2'+5% H e / + 2 . 5 % Hi'+2.5% C12'. 
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F IGU R E 8. 0-D simulation of the H2/D2-
plasma production in ITER-size machine for 
averaged power per neutral: P / N » 
70 kW/(Pa-m^), PH2=8X10-^ Pa, PRF-e=1.3 MW. 
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